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Abstract: 
Microblogs, epitomized by Twitter in the West and Weibo in China, have attracted 
considerable attention over the past few years. There have been a number of optimistic 
accounts about their potential to stimulate political activism and social change, juxtaposed 
with suggestions that their networks are too weak and that they are too easily censored for 
such change to occur. Yet in this debate, little attention has been paid to the medium itself; 
microblogs have too often been treated as mere conduits for information, and the practical 
and aesthetic experience of microblogging has been marginalised. 
This article addresses this imbalance in two ways. First, it argues that the microblog is a 
distinctive medium with special potential for political communication. It applies Rancière's 
“politics of aesthetics” and Baudrillard's “private telematics” to microblogs, suggesting that 
the particularly immersive quality of microblogs provide new and distinct opportunities for 
the promotion of opinions and social movements. Second, it argues that by allowing, re-
modelling, monitoring and censoring the Weibo service, the Chinese party-state is 
deliberately manipulating the medium of the microblog to reduce the risk of activism, 
controversial use, and network formation. Thus, the medium of Weibo differs from Twitter in 
several important ways, each of which, the article argues, are intended to maximise the 
cacophonous spectacle of entertainment and to minimise reasoned discussion and debate. 
Furthermore, while pure censorship of information can be evaded in many ways, it is more 
difficult for dissenters to evade state control when it is applied to the medium itself. 

================== 
                                                            
1 In a much earlier form, this paper was originally presented to the Asia’s Civil Spheres: New Media, Urban 
Public Space, Social Movements conference, held at the National University of Singapore in September 2011. I 
offer my sincere thanks to Tripta Chandola and Peter Marolt, together with two anonymous referees, for their 
comments on drafts of this paper. 
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Implicit in the term “media” — and even more in “new media” — is the suggestion that the 
world of communication is composed of various different means of presenting information, 
each its own “medium”. What distinguishes one medium from another are qualities which 
can largely be described as aesthetic: matters of design, organization, styles of language, and 
so on. These aesthetic factors are inherently visible to those people who work in the practical 
and technical side of each medium — web designers, camera operators, or radio technicians, 
to give a few examples — but for academics in the social sciences, one substantial risk is to 
regard the media as mere conduits for information, and to ignore the aesthetic and technical 
aspects of the presentation of data. In the study of microblogs (those websites such as Twitter 
(twitter.com) in the West and Sina Weibo (weibo.com) in China, which allow users to make 
140-character posts), this problem is especially acute, particularly in terms of political 
communication and debate. 

On current trends it is possible that one billion people will have microblog accounts in a few 
years2, but little attention has been paid to the aesthetic reasons for the growth of the medium, 
or the ways in which the design and use of microblogs differs from place to place. Previous 
scholarship on the microblog has largely taken two forms: analyses of the growth of the 
medium and its response to particular events (Java et al, 2007; Hughes and Palen, 2010; 
Brown et al, 2011; Bruns and Burgess, 2011; Wayant et al, 2012), and teleological debates 
which argue about the potential of microblogs to effect substantive political outcomes 
(Morozov, 2011; Benney, 2011; Sullivan, 2011). Comparisons of Twitter and Sina Weibo 
(Chen et al, 2011; Gao et al, 2012) have largely been technical in focus. 

Overall, I would suggest, the work on microblogs, and Sina Weibo in particular, has been 
characterized by an over-emphasis on flows of data (that is, how individual posts travel 
across the microblog network, and who views them), specific events (how people use 
microblogs in response to controversies or disasters), and hypothetical outcomes (whether the 
use of microblogs has the potential to effect political or social change). It has consequently 
marginalized questions of design and aesthetics, of human-computer interaction, and of the 
role of the state. In the case of China, where the state devotes particular effort to surveillance 
and control of the Internet, and where a distinctive Internet aesthetic has developed, this is an 
especially serious omission. 

In this article, I address this problem by demonstrating that the Chinese party-state has 
manipulated the medium of Weibo, at an aesthetic level, to stifle political communication and, 
at a broader level, dissent and activism. In making this argument I draw particularly from 
three conceptual sources: Jacques Rancière’s “politics of aesthetics”, the technical field of 
human-computer interaction, and the nascent field of interface aesthetics. The empirical 
argument that this aesthetic manipulation has been facilitated by the state is made first by 
illustrating the clientelist relationship between the Sina Corporation, which operates Sina 
Weibo, and the state, and second by demonstrating the differences in design and operation 
between Sina Weibo and other microblogs, in particular Twitter.  

 

                                                            
2 In late 2012, Twitter claims over 500 million registered users (O’Carroll, 2012), while Sina Weibo claims over 
400 million (Ong, 2012). Collectively, in 2011, the Sina and Tencent Weibo services claimed over 550 million 
(Russell, 2011). It is likely, therefore, that the one billion mark will be passed sooner rather than later, if it has 
not already been passed. However, it is important to distinguish accounts from actual users. Vast numbers of 
these registered accounts, however, may be so-called “zombies”, registered en masse by spammers or sold to 
users to inflate their numbers of followers. Fu and Chau (2013) discuss this further.  
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How do Internet aesthetics work in China? 

The Chinese Internet has two obvious special characteristics: first, it has greater than normal 
state control (both in terms of censorship and the relatively close links between state and 
market), and second, almost uniquely, it uses a language based wholly on characters with 
little or no alphabetic element. These, plus a range of historical and practical factors, have 
shaped the aesthetic appearance of the Chinese Internet. Attempts to characterize this 
particular aesthetic, however, have been limited. Common Western critiques of Chinese 
websites suggest that they are visually unappealing, unnecessarily complex, full of hyperlinks 
and text, crude, garish, and “busy” in their design, and difficult to navigate 
(backboneitgroup,com, 2011; teamtreehouse.com, 2011; Tan, 2011). Figure 1, below, 
demonstrates how this tendency can be seen in the popular portal website 163.com. Less 
judgmental analyses characterize the Chinese Internet as having an “aesthetics of abundance” 
and a relatively “flat” hierarchy of information, leading to masses of complicated information 
being placed on single pages (Ess, 2007, p. 186). But, other than from the world of web 
design and marketing, attempts to describe the nexus between the appearance of the Chinese 
Internet and its full range of functions are almost impossible to find. 

 

Figure 1: 163.com front page, accessed 10 July 2013. 

For the purposes of this article I concentrate on the links between Internet aesthetics, 
particularly in China, and political communication. In particular, I rely on Jacques Rancière’s 
framework for understanding politics, aesthetics, and social change. Rancière defines 
“politics” as forms of intervention into a “distribution of the sensible” (that is, the way in 
which acceptable forms of public discourse are distinguished from unacceptable forms) by 
those who are normally outside of or excluded from the community (Rockhill, 2004, p. 3). 
Politics, then, is framed as a struggle for control of what is “sayable”, where “equality” 
(between all members of the community) sporadically reappears through disturbances in the 
set systems of social inequalities. 
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In Rancière’s analysis, such interventions are closely linked to matters of aesthetics: to him, 
the modern historical narrative has been deeply shaped and influenced by the development of 
new forms of art and literature, each of which has disturbed the sensible by framing ideas in 
novel ways (Rancière, 2004, pp. 32-33). As Benjamin Bratton has put it, the existence of a 
new way of arranging data “asks how it is that we may sense the world, or how the sensibility 
of the world might be distributed… or organized, instrumentalized, and activated to become a 
part of the way the commons understands and narrates itself. It is not only an image… it is a 
tool for a politics that doesn’t yet exist. “ (Bratton and Jeremijenko, 2009, p. 36) 

In studying the Chinese Internet, Rancière’s emphasis on conflicts and interventions as the 
core of politics is especially fruitful, first because it acknowledges the size and complexity of 
China and its Internet, and second because it complements the more frequently used ideas of 
state surveillance of the Internet: that is, the Foucauldian “technologies of control” discussed, 
for example, by Xiao (2011). Rancière himself suggests that his work is phrased “in terms of 
internal division and transgression”, in contrast to the emphasis of Foucault (and therefore of 
much of the previous academic analysis of censorship on the Chinese Internet) on “limits, 
closure and exclusion” (Rancière et al, 2000, p.13). This approach allows us to come to terms 
with a paradox of the Chinese Internet: that it is both very free and diverse and very highly 
policed. As I indicate below, Rancière’s analytical framework is borne out by the use of state 
strategies which use strategies of aesthetics as well as surveillance. 

In Rancière’s terms, then, the political possibility of a new aesthetic form (in this case, 
microblogs in China) is that it might challenge the normal distribution of the sensible (thus 
“doing” politics), facilitate equality (speaking for the “people”, those normally “invisible and 
inaudible”), and disturb the “organizational system” (what Rancière calls the “police”). This 
provokes two questions. First, how do aesthetic practices work on the Chinese Internet, and 
specifically in the case of Weibo? Second, given the high level of state involvement, what 
means do the Chinese “police” use to control Internet aesthetics? 

Questions of aesthetics, design, and human-computer interaction on the Chinese Internet have 
been discussed largely through two frameworks. The first framework is technical and 
pragmatic, suggesting that the aesthetic choices made by the designers of Internet systems are 
based on limited design expertise and minimal resources (Wang, 2003; Tan, 2011), a claim 
often used to rebut the suggestion that Chinese Internet aesthetics are ugly or confusing 
(backboneitgroup.com, 2010). The second method relies on the “cultural dimensional” 
approach adopted by Hall and Hall (1990) and Hofstede (1980). This method of analysis 
posits various characteristics which it is asserted can be applied to China as a whole, and 
suggests that these characteristics are either visible in Chinese information systems, or that 
they should be used in designing Chinese user interfaces (Würtz, 2005; Hsu, 2007, p. 276). 

On the whole, both of these explanations are insufficient. This is first because the aesthetic 
and cultural qualities which are deemed to be important to Internet design tend to be arbitrary: 
Chui Chui Tan (2011) for example, suggests that the Chinese concept of “face” means that 
web designers want to cram large amounts of information onto single pages, and that, as 
“China is an expressive society”, icons and animation are common. Both the suggestion that 
“face” and “expressiveness” are key to Chinese society, and the idea that these qualities 
would naturally be expressed through long pages and icons, are essentialist and poorly 
reasoned. 

But even more importantly, the existing discussion of Chinese Internet aesthetics 
marginalizes the state. In tandem with Rancière’s work, the field of interface aesthetics 
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(pioneered by Berthelsen and Pold (2004) and Andersen and Pold (2010)) brings the idea of 
the hegemon back into analysis of Chinese Internet design. Arns (2010) suggests that the 
quality of “transparency”, a frequent aim of interface designers in the sense that the aesthetic 
qualities of the interface are not consciously perceived or detected by the user, is closely 
linked with “control societies” which aim to survey and monitor the acts of their subjects 
without this surveillance being visible: “The age of transparency is marked by a dual 
structure of the panoptical and post-optical.” (Arns, 2010, p. 260) This idea runs in parallel 
with Hoofd’s argument that a “speed-elite” is using certain aesthetic qualities of online 
communication to stifle activist debate (Hoofd, 2012), and, furthermore, with the 
overwhelming empirical fact that, at a macro-level, large corporate bodies and states exercise 
high levels of control over communications networks (Arns, 2010, pp. 264-267). 

What I propose to do in the sections below, then, is to identify certain “transparent” features 
of the microblog interface — qualities which can be described both as aesthetic features and 
as features of the human-computer interface — which I suggest have been manipulated by the 
Chinese party-state as a means of exercising forms of social control which are intended to 
maximize loyalty to state ideologies and minimize dissent. One part of my reasoning relates 
to ways in which Sina Weibo differs from Twitter, the original microblog; comparisons with 
Twitter are the most useful way of highlighting the relevant differences of Sina Weibo. Such 
comparisons are not intended to suggest that Twitter is free of state influence, of political 
motivations, or of commercial avarice. The evidence suggests that it is not. However, below I 
suggest that — in relative terms — Twitter has developed on internationalized lines and has 
been responsive to its users as well as to corporations and the state. Sina Weibo cannot be 
said to have done these. 

 
Sina Weibo as a state-approved microblog 

Before performing an analysis of the microblog interface, it is important to establish clearly 
that Sina Weibo, and consequently its interface design, have close links with the Chinese 
party-state. This can be done in a number of ways. First, it is clear that non-approved 
microblogs are routinely censored. Although Twitter was occasionally unavailable in China 
before 2009, it was only after large-scale riots in Xinjiang in mid-2009 that the site was 
permanently blocked (Wauters, 2009; Bamman et al, 2012). By 2010, individuals using 
Twitter were being targeted and detained on the basis of posts they had made (Shahid, 2010). 
However, other native Chinese microblog services, such as Fanfou and Digu, were also being 
censored at the same time. Sina Weibo appeared on the Chinese Internet after a large-scale 
purge of all other microblog services (Millward, 2009), which would strongly suggest that the 
site was designed from the outset with relatively close links to the party-state and its 
apparatus of censorship. 

Second, the fact that Sina Weibo is a subsidiary of the Sina Corporation indicates the relative 
likelihood that it enjoys the structural and corporatist support of the party-state. The Sina 
Corporation is very large and economically significant: it runs the Sina web portal, which is 
one of the most popular websites in China, and operates a range of blogs, news services, and 
so on. Furthermore, it has long been suggested that Sina, and its predecessors the Stone group 
of companies, has enjoyed a clientelist relationship with the state, characterized by close 
personal relationships between the management of the company and state officials and 
preferential treatment (Kennedy, 1997; Hu, 2002). Other microblog clones such as Fanfou 
have been far less able to harness the support of the state and of corporate finance. Although 
the state and Sina have therefore generally had a cooperative relationship, Chin and Chow 
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(2011) describe the tightrope that Sina must walk to ensure that their service remains 
acceptable to the state and thus practically viable. Symbolic visits to the Sina headquarters 
from Communist Party chiefs serve to “promote healthy growth of the Internet” from the 
party-state’s point of view, and, more realistically, act to put pressure on Sina to maintain its 
diligence in censorship. 

Lagerkvist (2012) contextualizes this further, describing the “cadre-capitalist alliance” 
prevalent in large social media companies. Sina Corporation, for example, has played an 
active role in liaising and communicating with government, as its facilitation of conferences 
relating to state participation on microblogs demonstrates (Lagerkvist, 2012, p. 2640). It 
should be acknowledged that the need for Internet companies to provide entertainment, to 
make profits, and to manage the desire of the public to communicate freely, also sets up 
contrasting imperatives: to free speech, to support anonymity, and not to facilitate censorship. 
The challenge of “serving two masters [the party-state and the public] with diverging 
interests” (Lagerkvist, 2012, p. 2629) has indeed affected decision-making in Chinese 
Internet companies. But at a higher managerial level, where questions of design and 
aesthetics are ultimately planned and approved, liberal attitudes to free speech are less 
common, and cooperation with the state is the norm (Lagerkvist, 2012, p. 2636). 

Third, substantially as a consequence of this “cadre-capitalist alliance”, it is clear that debate 
about Sina Weibo and its content is regarded by the party-state as an acceptable subject for 
public discussion. The state media treat Sina Weibo (as distinct from Twitter or other 
discredited types of microblog) as an interesting topic for discussion and as a valid conduit 
for information, albeit one with many perceived risks. Official media have trumpeted the 
setup of Weibo accounts by government departments as demonstrating increased 
responsiveness of local officials to citizens’ concerns. Zhang and Jia (2011) and Liu (2012) 
demonstrate the level of cooperation between the Sina Corporation and government in this 
respect. Recently it was claimed (in a news article promulgated on the Sina portal) that an 
examination for government officials in a county in Zhejiang province required candidates to 
write Weibo-length posts promoting particular initiatives (sina.com.cn, 2012; Yu, 2012). 

Overall, then, any suggestion that Sina Weibo is providing an outlet for dissent, activism, or 
critical forms of political communication (as Chander (2012) and Shank and Wasserstrom 
(2012), to provide just two of a plethora of recent examples, suggest) must be balanced 
against the evidence which indicates that the Sina Weibo service has specifically been set up 
as a state-approved service with clientelist characteristics, which is intended approximately to 
serve as a monopoly for the medium of microblogging. The process of microblog censorship 
as described by Bamman et al (2012), involving the identification of “sensitive words”, the 
deletion of posts, and, as I discuss below, the selective removal of the comment feature, 
should also be understood as something that is being performed by Sina in cooperation with 
the party-state and not as a reactive process which the corporation is being forced into. 

Under these circumstances, it is more realistic to parse dissent and censorship on Weibo, as 
Hassid (2012) suggests, as being a “safety valve”, allowing citizens to voice their anger at 
particular problems, rather than signifying the formation of substantial anti-authoritarian 
movements, or, similarly, as being part of the state’s agenda-setting process which aims to 
“guide public opinion” (yulun daoxiang) by identifying acceptable topics for debate and 
circumscribing acceptable boundaries for the expression of heterodox opinion (Chan, 2007). 
Of course not every piece of information that individuals publish on Sina Weibo is acceptable 
to the state, but it is important to note that the Sina Weibo service is the microblog service 
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used by the vast majority of Chinese users and that all its characteristics have been closely 
monitored and effectively approved by the state.  

Therefore, as I suggest in the next section, the differences between Sina Weibo and its 
predecessors and competitors (chiefly Twitter) can be used to illustrate the attitudes of the 
state towards information and online dissent. Methodologically speaking, such a comparison 
must be aesthetic in nature: primarily qualitative, with quantitative analysis used only as 
reinforcement. The differences in design are differences of degree; however, as I argue below, 
these differences of degree can lead to quantitatively different outcomes of use. 

 
The potential benefits of the microblog medium to public discourse 

In a previous article (Benney, 2011) I argued that microblogs (in this particular case, Twitter 
as used by Chinese legal activists) had a positive effect on activism and legal discourse in 
China, partly because of the formation of communication networks and partly because of 
characteristics of the Twitter medium itself. The fields of human-computer interaction and 
interface aesthetics allow us to develop this analysis further. 

There are a number of ways of conceptualizing the specialness of the microblog medium. 
Brenda K. Lauren (1984), for example, was one of the earliest writers to articulate the idea 
that the computer interface can be a mimetic medium, and one which can engage the user in a 
first-person immersive experience, where the user is effectively the protagonist in a form of 
performance. In the intervening years, much has been written about virtual spaces and 
immersiveness, but frequently these writings have skirted one of Lauren’s original ideas: that 
the metaphor of the first-person mimetic performance can apply to interfaces which are not 
necessarily intended to replicate real spaces: the performances of which Lauren speaks may 
involve a library catalogue or file management interface as much as a computer game. The 
interface design, therefore, can do much to shape the way in which the user views themselves, 
their interactions with others, and the things they are supposed to do or to refrain from doing. 

To consider microblogs more specifically, Berg and Strafella (2012) have usefully applied 
Baudrillard's idea of “private telematics” to the user experience of Twitter: 

Each individual sees himself promoted to the controls of a hypothetical machine, isolated 
in a position of perfect sovereignty, at an infinite distance from his original universe; that 
is to say, in the same position as the astronaut in his bubble, existing in a state of 
weightlessness which compels the individual to remain in perpetual orbit flight and to 
maintain sufficient speed in zero gravity to avoid crashing into his planet of origin 
(Baudrillard, 1988, p. 15). 

This metaphor captures several important aspects of the microblog user experience. Chief 
amongst them is its solipsism: the priority it places on the individual as observer, placed 
above a world of her or his own construction. Second is the emphasis placed on the flow of 
information ― what Berg and Strafella call a “sustained communicative feed”. The crucial 
aspect of this flow is that it is continuous: a given speed must be maintained to avoid a crash. 
While the microblog flow is composed of small fragments of data, it is not the quality of each 
fragment that matters, but the overall immersive effect. Just as a computer image is 
decipherable even if some of its pixels are missing or erroneous, and just as Baudrillard's 
astronaut will be sustained by his momentum if there is a momentary loss of power, the most 
important factor for many microblog users is to sustain the flow and the speed of posts, rather 
than to engage deeply with the content of each post. 
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If we now turn specifically to the question of political communication on microblogs: on an 
empirical level, the research suggests that this continuous flow of information, selected and 
mediated by the individual user, tends to lead to an intensification of the user's existing 
beliefs. Habitually the user follows other users with whose beliefs they are already closely 
aligned: when they log onto a microblog and immerse themselves in the flow of posts from 
those they follow, much of the pleasure and comfort of the experience results from 
reinforcement of what they already know, or the reframing of new information in terms of 
their existing beliefs. Yardi and boyd (2010) characterize this as an online means of 
facilitating the offline social practice of homophily; Sunstein (2001) as the “Daily Me”. 

Therefore, notwithstanding Hoofd's arguments about the way in which these speed-based 
media limit the capacity for substantive debate, the microblog medium demonstrates an 
especial capacity to reinforce political ideologies and communities. Furthermore, in cases 
where these ideologies run contrary to the wishes of the state, microblogs are more difficult 
to censor because — commensurate with the emphasis on ongoing flow over substance and 
debate —individual followers can follow many separate sources of information, be they 
individuals or corporate bodies, and it is relatively easy for the producers of microblog posts 
to set up multiple accounts and produce new information from new sources when one account 
or source of information is suppressed. This, as I suggest below, is one key reason for the 
Chinese state's manipulation of the aesthetics of the microblog medium as well as its 
censorship of the flow of data: in theoretical terms, attention is effectively being paid to 
Rancière’s distribution of the sensible as well as Foucault’s panopticon. 

The brief and fragmented nature of microblog posts gives the medium other special 
characteristics. As I have previously argued, the simplicity and narrowness of the microblog 
post has led to users devising their own techniques to enhance the communicative capacity of 
the medium and interaction between users. For example, retweeting (reposting another user’s 
post, the equivalent of “forwarding” in Sina Weibo) was not one of the original functions 
integrated into Twitter (Benney, 2011, p. 10). Rather, a method of indicating retweeted posts 
(inserting “RT” at the start of a quoted post) was devised by Twitter users, and it was more 
than three years after this that Twitter incorporated a retweeting function into its basic 
functionality. The use of hashtags to label and collate posts of particular issues was, similarly, 
devised by users after once the Twitter medium had already been formulated: a technique 
described as a “diffusion of innovation” (Chang, 2010), or, even more tersely, as a “hack” 
(Santo, 2012, p. 3); it is the combination of simplicity, the necessity for brevity, and the 
absence of pre-programmed features which has facilitated the development of this type of 
“hacker literacy” or “hackability” of the medium and thus increased the communicative 
agency of microblog users. 

While Chinese users of Twitter have not necessarily devoted much time to “hacking” Twitter, 
they have exploited one particular loophole in its construction. Evidently drawn from the 
160-character limit of SMS text messages, the 140-character limit to microblog messages 
uses the Unicode character encoding, which treats a single English letter as a “character” 
equivalent to a Chinese character. Since Chinese characters are roughly equivalent to English 
words, it is possible to communicate relatively more information in a Chinese microblog post 
than an English one. This has made the Chinese microblog sphere more discursively dense 
than the English, allowing for short essays to be written and for the contributions of several 
users to be included in a single post (Benney, 2011, pp. 8-10; Gao et al, 2012, p. 8). Expert 
users of Twitter in China have used this functionality to engage in relatively substantive 
debates about legal issues such as the death penalty (Benney, 2011, pp. 14-15), although this 
observation must be counterbalanced by noting that Twitter users in China are generally an 
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elite group, able to use circumvention devices to access the service, and with particular 
interest in politics and legal matters (Sullivan, 2012, p. 774; Lukoff, 2011). 

Coupled with the popularization of an informal anti-authoritarian argot (often collectively 
referred to under the name of its best-known symbol, the Grass Mud Horse (see Xiao, 2011)), 
and the high level of accessibility of the Weibo service (which can be used on mobile phones 
as well as computers), and of course the rapid increase in Internet access across China, the 
appeal of the microblog medium has been such that Weibo is popular across China and across 
different social sectors3 (Hassid 2012a), arguably, on a numerical level, more so than Twitter. 
While the transfer of pieces of information on Weibo has been studied in depth, the aesthetic 
qualities of the microblog medium — in particular the immersiveness and transparency of the 
Twitter experience, the constant flow of data, and the “hackability” of the medium — remain 
crucial to its success. Further, each of the factors described above militates against the risks 
described by Honeycutt and Herring (2009, pp. 1-3) who characterize Twitter as a “noisy” 
medium, because of its large volume of small pieces of content, not necessarily in a logical 
order, and “not especially conducive to conversation”. 

 
From Twitter to Weibo — the state’s distortion of the microblog 

As suggested above, the transfer of information on Weibo is closely monitored by the state. 
Lists of “sensitive words” (minganci) are kept: users cannot search for these words and posts 
containing them are deleted. When controversial events take place (to give one example, the 
2012 scandals involving the politician Bo Xilai and his wife Gu Kailai), Weibo censors 
actively work to delete and suppress relevant posts, even as users modify their language in an 
attempt to avoid this. Bingchun Meng (2010 and 2011) characterizes this censorship, and 
indeed the development of the Chinese Internet as a whole, as a form of “mediation”: the idea 
is that the forms taken by the Chinese Internet are shaped by constant negotiations between 
users, service providers, and the state, each of which attempts to secure the flow of 
information most compatible with its interests. 

The concept of mediation allows us to question some of the teleological narratives relating to 
the Chinese Internet, in particular the suggestion that increased political communication will 
lead to democratization, or, alternatively, that state control over the Internet will lead to 
increased suppression of dissent. But, to draw again from interface aesthetics, if features of 
the online interface are transparent to the user yet affect their access to information and the 
way in which they interpret it, this cannot be said to be mediation. Rather, it is better regarded 
as being a new technology of state control. Manipulation of the aesthetics of Internet 
interfaces can be usefully labeled in the terms developed by Thalen and Sunstein (2008): as a 
form of engineering of users’ “choice architecture”. As an alternative to censoring 
information, the strategy is to design the environment so that the user is subconsciously 
inclined to choose to engage with information approved by the state, and disinclined to 
engage in controversies.  

In developing Sina Weibo, I suggest that the Chinese state has indeed taken this approach. 
The aesthetic aspects of Sina Weibo which differ from Twitter are not incidental or merely 
cosmetic, as some have suggested (see Tan, 2011). In fact, to regard the changes as cosmetic 

                                                            
3 Wallis (2012) points out the class differentials inherent in technology use in China: poorer and more rural 
citizens are far more likely not to use mobile technology or to use it mainly for simple interpersonal 
communication. Nonetheless, with the cost of smartphones and of Internet data rapidly decreasing, this trend is 
gradually becoming less meaningful. 
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merely underlines the idea that these differences are transparent to the user. Nor does the 
“culturalization” hypothesis mentioned above seem appropriate: there are insufficient 
features of the Weibo medium which align closely to any essentialized version of Chinese 
culture, and the practical reasons (lack of bandwidth and lack of design expertise) which are 
provided as reasons for the characteristic features of Chinese web design hardly apply to a 
text-based medium like the microblog, nor to an extremely large corporation like Sina. Below 
I classify the various aesthetic differences in Sina Weibo as compared to Twitter under three 
general headings: first, a concentration on consumption and entertainment; second, a relative 
emphasis on surveillance and identity; and third, a relative lack of "hackability" or user 
control over the interface. 

To consider consumption and entertainment first: Kraus (2004, p. 98) makes the argument 
that Chinese artists have collaborated with the state to develop a “bread and circus public 
culture” based more on sensational entertainment than on discursive discussion of serious 
issues, which is perceived to involve a risk to state stability. This analysis is congruent with 
the rise of China’s celebrity culture, wherein state and market have worked closely to 
facilitate the promotion and idolization of famous people in sports, entertainment, and so on 
(Jeffreys and Edwards, 2010, pp. 2-3). 

This basic paradigm for the promotion of modern Chinese culture appears to hold for Sina 
Weibo. Recent research conducted by HP Labs demonstrates that the most popular users (that 
is, with the most followers and those whose posts are most frequently reposted) fall into three 
groups: representatives of companies and brands (such as the fashion brand VANCL), 
updates on entertainment (such as magazines about fashion, travel, and music), and 
generalized sources of entertaining information (such as jokes, horoscopes, stories, and 
“beautiful pictures”). In contrast, of the top twenty popular Twitter users in China, more than 
ten were news services, including CNN, the New York Times, and the BBC World Service, 
all of which would routinely be censored in China. (Yu et al, 2011, p. 5). 

The ongoing public interest of a section of society in Twitter — and the regular outbreaks of 
comment on public issues on Sina Weibo — demonstrates that the entertainment orientation 
of Weibo is not entirely a question of market demand. It is also shaped by the way in which 
Weibo works as an information system. The design focus of Weibo is oriented towards 
consumption and entertainment, not merely because it is marginally more colorful and flashy 
than Twitter, and contains slightly more advertisements. For example, people who sign up for 
Sina Weibo must now select one or more “interests” before they can access the main page. 
Doing so forces one the user to follow (guanzhu) a particular set of verified Weibo users. 
Most of the “interests” are based on entertainment and consumerism (the media, sports, cars, 
food, and so on), and, even if one selects the “news” interest, one is made to follow 
celebrities, recipe sites, and the fashion media (in my case, the specialist handbag blogger 
“Bagsnob”, the “Dragonfruit Cooking Club”, and the actress Tang Yan) — with the chief 
sources of actual news being the People’s Daily and the Shanghai police news (that is, large-
scale official media). One can unfollow these accounts and search for users who are more 
relevant to one’s own individual interests, but the fact remains that, especially for beginner 
users, Weibo meets the eye more as a cornucopia of pseudo-advertising and a paean to the 
cults of celebrity and consumption, rather than as a means for individuals to express 
themselves and their opinions. New users of Twitter are now also pushed into following other 
accounts before they are properly registered4, but the new users are not forced into following 

                                                            
4 It is possible to circumvent these post-signup processes in various ways, both for Weibo and Twitter, but these 
means are entirely unobvious for the beginner user. 
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a particular set of accounts, and in fact can choose from a random list of accounts, partially 
chosen on the basis of the user’s geolocation and previous web history (in Singapore, one 
immediate suggestion was the famous anti-government blogger “Mr Brown”). 

Further, whereas Twitter remains relatively close to its roots as a purely textual service, the 
Sina Weibo medium relies much more heavily on the image. Linked images in Twitter posts 
are hidden from the viewer unless clicked on, whereas Weibo displays images automatically 
(as shown in Figure 2), making the crucial first-person flow of information one which relies 
on pictures as much as text. When a Weibo user makes a post, they have always been invited 
to attach images and videos and to include emoticons in their posts; Twitter includes fewer of 
these features and originally included none. Overall, the design of Weibo draws partly from 
the “lightweight blog” paradigm, best epitomized by Tumblr (Chen et al, 2011, p. 2262). This 
medium is characterized by a very high emphasis on the pure use of images and on the 
constant sharing of content through reposting (Wagner and Motta, 2009), a trend which can 
be observed more clearly in Weibo than in Twitter (Yu et al, 2011, p. 1). In terms of political 
communication, it can be observed that the emphasis on the image militates against the 
increased discursive capacity that the Chinese-language microblog theoretically allows for. 
This emphasis on state-approved consumption and on images, therefore, forms a strategy for 
suppressing political communication on Weibo, particular for newer users. 

 

Figure 2: The stream of Sina Weibo (accessed 10 July 2013). Many of the smaller emoticons 
are animated, and images are displayed inline. The blue “V” icon indicates a verified user. 

Second, surveillance and identity. Separate from the Chinese state’s surveillance over the 
Internet, users of Sina Weibo are forced into many more processes of gatekeeping and self-
surveillance than users of Twitter. Part of this involves the automated censorship of posts 
including various sensitive words, but the process of identity formation for the individual 
Weibo user also involves inculcating a greater sense of attachment to the Weibo medium and 
of individual vigilance about information. Signing up on Weibo requires that the user provide 
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more personal details than on Twitter (passport or identity card numbers, for example); 
individuals are requested to identify themselves with a school attended as well as a 
geographical location. Each of these factors leads to greater vigilance about what information 
the individual is willing to provide online, in that it is easier for the service provider to track 
them, but arguably these features are not transparent to the user. 

The Weibo interface, however, manipulates identity in other ways. First, it emphasizes the 
verification of information far more. Verified users (who on Weibo are marked with a “V” 
icon, yellow for individuals and blue for organizations, as shown in Figure 2) exist on both 
Twitter and Weibo; in both cases these users have communicated with the service provider to 
confirm their identity (see Chen and She, 2012), but on Weibo verified users are promoted far 
more, both in the sense that they are given priority on the website and that the fact that they 
are verified is promoted more heavily. Verification also allows Weibo users to gain access to 
special features of the service (such as the VIP service mentioned below). This ties in with 
the rhetoric of suspicion towards rumors and gossip, which has been used by the party-state 
and its supporters to call the authority of microblog users, particularly controversial users, 
into question (Yang, 2011; Bandurski, 2011); thus altering the ways in which users view the 
flow of data over Weibo, and affecting their decision-making. 

Second, the Weibo user interacts with the system’s interface in a far more elaborate way than 
the Twitter user does. To mention only a selection of the extra features: as in a role-playing 
game, each Weibo user is assigned a “level” (dengji) which increases as the user makes posts 
and befriends others on the site. One can duel with others (in a competition called “PK”) to 
see who is more popular, and play games which are integrated into the Weibo interface in the 
style of Facebook games. Similarly to the Nintendo Wii’s “Mii” avatar system, the user can 
create a “Wei Me” avatar who participates on their behalf in the games. By paying a ¥10 
monthly fee, it is possible to upgrade one’s account to “VIP” status, upon which a golden 
crown icon appears by one’s account and one receives extra membership features. None of 
these features appear in Twitter in any form. 
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Figure 3: Weibo’s “PK” page (level.account.weibo.com, accessed 9 July 2013). The author 
(an infrequent poster on Weibo), is only at Level 2; other of his Weibo “fans” are at Level 8 
and Level 12. 

Collectively, these interface factors have two effects. First, they frame the Weibo system as 
one which places greater emphasis on consumption, entertainment, and network formation 
than on discourse and discussion. Second, they ensure that the user spends more time 
engaging with the system itself than with the information it provides. Whereas both Twitter 
and Weibo provide the first-person immersive experiences characteristic of microblogging, 
the Twitter user tends to be engrossed in the flow of information from different users, roughly 
like someone reading articles in a newspaper, whereas the Weibo user tends to be immersed 
in the complicated world of the medium itself, an experience closer to the virtual reality of a 
role-playing game. In the second case, the rules and aesthetic qualities of the medium become 
much more important, with a consequent bias towards achievement, praise, and identity 
formation, and against argument, rhetoric, and discursive textual features. As Arora (2012, p. 
607) suggests, there is a convergence between aestheticized Internet spaces (personalized 
spaces, where the individual is encouraged actively to engage with the design features 
provided) and private spaces: if users come to see Weibo as their “home”, they may be less 
likely to engage in the controversial “public” discourse which takes place on it. 

Finally, lack of user control over the interface. I have already discussed how Twitter users, in 
Santo’s terms, “hacked” the simple text-based interface of the site, using a variety of symbols 
and bespoke terms, to organize their social sphere and facilitate the transfer of information: 
examples of this include hashtags, retweets, and abbreviated web links to images. In some 
cases, these unofficial features have been incorporated officially into the Twitter interface, 
sometimes to the disapproval of users who had a sense of ownership over the “hacks” their 
community developed (see Barone, 2009, for example). Generally speaking, however, the 
Twitter medium has remained relatively stable: changes to the interface have generally 
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resulted as a consequence of a particular “hack” becoming so popular that it is ultimately 
officially adopted, in what might be called a bottom-up, negotiative process. 

The interface features of Sina Weibo, on the other hand, have been implemented in a top-
down fashion. The “hacks” of Weibo users — the most important of which relate to the 
manipulation of language to avoid censorship — are ignored or opposed by Weibo 
management. Beyond this, the interface lacks “hackability”. Its relatively complex array of 
features means that there is much less need for users to invent their own ways of 
communicating. Images can be displayed inline automatically; there is a feature for 
commenting directly on posts, rather than using the “@ reply” function that Twitter has 
(where replies are made in a separate post with the original poster’s username at the start); the 
plethora of recommendations, interest groups, and social networks reduces the utility of 
hashtags. 

Furthermore, these Weibo features are modular, which is to say that they can be removed 
selectively if demanded by the state or management. For example, in March 2012, when 
confronted with rumours about a coup involving Bo Xilai, the Weibo management was able 
to remove the commenting feature (illustrated in Figure 4), thus stifling replies to posts and 
facilitating a much more rapid process of censorship (Johnson, 2012). The Weibo interface, 
therefore, is deconstructable at the will of the state; it can be manipulated to fulfill the 
particular aims of the hegemon. Twitter, on the other hand, relies far more on media (such as 
weblinks, offsite images, and so on) which are hosted on sites not controlled by Twitter or by 
a particular state, and, despite the fact that its interface has increased in complexity over time, 
the fundamental medium of Twitter communication still remains the 140-character Unicode 
text string. This cannot be said of Sina Weibo. 

 

Figure 4: Forwarding and commenting on Weibo: user comments are integrated with posts, 
rather than being made in separate posts as on Twitter. 
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These three factors, I suggest, work to alter the Chinese microblog medium at a fundamental 
level. They are state-initiated rather than cultural or pragmatic, and many of them are, or are 
intended to be, transparent to the user. Their collective aim is to weaken the capacity for 
individual citizens to discuss contentious topics in depth, and, in parallel, to enhance a 
consumption-focused entertainment culture developed by the state and the market elite. In 
doing so, they lend weight to Arns’ arguments about the “panoptical and post-optical” aspects 
of the interface and Hoofd’s about the “speed-elite” and activism. Equally, though, this 
analysis should not be taken as signifying that contentious political discussion is impossible 
on Weibo. In fact, it clearly takes place all the time: with the number of users, the breadth of 
Internet access, and the finite ability of the state to censor, it would be impossible for it not to. 
The point of this section, however, is to demonstrate that the state has developed strategies 
for controlling Internet users which do not merely target flows of information, but which also 
intend to manipulate styles of communication and the choices and mindsets of users — and, 
importantly, which also aim to limit the palette of strategies to which activists and 
contentious communicators themselves have access. 

 
Conclusion 

Writing before the advent of microblogs, Rancière — together with Slavoj Žižek, who 
offered comments on the English edition of The Politics of Aesthetics — considered the 
possibility that aesthetically new forms of communication might create new spaces for 
citizens excluded from elite groups to assert wrongs, make demands, and participate in the 
public sphere — not necessarily as speakers in a formal, rational debate, but more as 
“legitimate partners” whose voices were heard in an ongoing process of political discourse 
(Žižek, 2004, pp. 69-71). 

The case of Sina Weibo stimulates reflection on this principle in interesting ways. The 
modification of the microblog medium by Sina Corporation — with the support of the 
Chinese state —demonstrates the links between political communication and interface 
aesthetics. But in the Chinese case, the principle is working in reverse: with sufficient state 
control over the medium, it seems to be possible to manipulate the experience of microblog 
users to turn them away from political communication and towards consumption and 
entertainment. Furthermore, in the Chinese context, the techniques associated in the West 
with the “liberal paternalist” method of choice architecture promoted by Thaler and Sunstein 
are being used to stifle free access to information and discussion of contentious topics. 

That said, the principles of interface aesthetics and human-computer interaction demonstrate 
the potential of microblogs, or indeed any similar media which facilitate the rapid 
personalized flow of information to the isolated individual, in the sense of Baudrillard’s 
“private telematics”. The question of whether substantive debate is genuinely possible on 
microblogs is still difficult to answer. The metaphor of immersion and flow, together with 
Hoofd’s and Jodi Dean’s suggestions that the rapid exchange of data stifles detailed debate, 
must be borne in mind, but at the same time, the adaptation of microblogs by Chinese users 
demonstrates the discursive potential of microblogs as well as their capacity to entertain and 
advertise. 

The interfaces described in this article are in constant flux, however, and the question of how 
microblog users can mediate and negotiate user interfaces is unresolved. In a methodological 
sense, then, I would argue that a knowledge of the discipline of interface aesthetics will aid 
both academics and Internet users to understand how interfaces are being used to shape the 
transmission of information, and how these interfaces might be changed. 
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